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However, outcrops are few: Cenprally these sedimentary rocks
 

have been long and deeply weathered and are now completely 


depths of many feet, leaving red clay and sand,
decomposed to 

and laterite in extensive areas. 

andSurrounding the Voltaian sedimentary basin, 


in ageunderlying it. are pre-Cambrian rocks which range 

These are crystalline
from 600 million to billions of years. 


over extensive areas
rocks, with granites -t the surface 


Ghana, and metamorphosedboth in northwest and southwest 


even more extensive areas. 
 The
sediments and lavas in 


youngest of these ancient metamorphosed sedimenta 
appear to
 

The Tarkwaian
be rocks of greatest economic value in Ghana. 


Southern

Formation, outcropping in a belt extending from the 


Highlands near Konongo sottheastvatd past Tarkwa, has been
 

a major source of gold and manganese (Hirst, 1938, 1962).
 

The Togo Fcrmation includes the quartzite that crops out at
 

Akosombo Dam, and the intensely folded and metamorphosed
 

rocks that form the Akwapim Range (southwest of the Volta
 

River) and the Togo Range extending northeast to 
the Togo
 

form the "Eastern Highlands."
border and thence north to 


Effect of Volta Lake Upcn Geologi: Environment
1.1. 

its maximum controlled elevatl.on - 276 feet aboveAt 


(3,275 mi
sea-level - Volta Lake inundates about 8,500 km2 


the Voltaisa sedimentary basin. 
or about eight percent of 

to heve been inundated, aare knownVery few mluri.l reourcs 

and they were of limited economic value: limestone in the
 

suitable for the manufactures of cement;
bed of Afram River, 


flank of the Volta Gorge at the

limestone on the eastern 

Mem Rapids, suitable for agricultural use (Mitchell, 1960);
 

River and its tributaries,
sands and gravels along the Volta 

which have yielded isolated diamonds from time to time.
 

Volta Lake has also inundated the floodplains of 
the
 

Volta River and its major tributaries. Doubtless some
 

land was lost. But the lake required
valuable agricultural 

resettlement of only 80,000 people (about 10 per km2 or
 
. . . . 
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25 per mi
2 of inundated area), whereas the average density 

of
 

30 per km
2 or 75 per


population throughout Ghana in 1960 was 


Thus the pre-lake riverine area mas evidently supporting
mi. 


less than its share of the population. The area of the
 

sedimentary basin is still the least populated in 
Ghana, with
 

per km- (or 25 per

extensive areas conta:.ning fewer than 	10 

mi2 ).
 

many trees and shrubs
In the rising water of Volta Lake 

have been suboerged, including extensive areas of woodland 

even forest. According to Addo-Ashong (1969), the
and 


submerged wood is likely to be preserved for many years, 
and
 

The
the large trees with mora heartwood will last longer. 


rate of deterioration will depend upon durability of the
 

These submerged trees unless physically removed
wood. 


become hazards to shipping, boating, fishing, and even
 

studies of sediment.
 

Volta Lake may have changed the geologic environment and
 

geologic processes significantly in at least two respects.
 

Sediment is no longer transported by the Volta River from
 

instead, that sediment is
its drainage basin to the ocean -

And the creation of the lake has
deposited in Volta Lake. 


added weight to the underlying rocks, 	 amounting to 165
 

lake reaches its
thousand million metric tons when the 

estimated capacity of 165 km3 , and fluctuating through a
 

range oi 25 thousand mill. - ton during normal fluctuations 

of lake level at Akosombo Dam. These 	changes and their
 

effects are not documented or monitored, and they therefore
 

can raise unanswered questions for the Present and problems
 

for the Future.
 

1.2. Reservoir Sedimentation
 

The waters of the Volta and its tributaries are generally 

Naturally the river transportedmuddy and sediment-laden. 


sand and gravel through the Volta Gorge, which might rest
 

covered by severaltemporarily in bars and islands, and be 

centimeters of clay and silt during declining stages of the 
/4... 
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river. The sediment is now accumulating in Volta Lake at rates
 

that , not known or even estimated. The volume of the lake
 

is so great that the sediment accumulaticn can be conceded as
 

only a little problem. But little problems, like children,
 

puppies, and even baby elephants, may grow big in sevwra! years.
 

The Geological Survey Department proposes to me-sure the
 

suspended sediment carried by principal tributaries i-arning
 

and Benson, 1969, p.86 ), but this should be done as an
 

extension of the stream-gaging program, coordinating sediment

samplers and current meters to determine both the nistram of 

suspended sediment and the daily and annual flow of aeer and
 

sediment. Existing gaging stations (Cti 7iver at Saboba,
 

Black Volta at Bamboi, *,hite Volta at Yapei, Pru -iver at
 

Prang or Pruso, Afram River at Afrenso) may be satisfactory for
 

sediment gaging, and if so the data may be correlated eventually
 

with river discharge to provide estimates of the sediment
 

transport since Volta Lake began to fill.
 

A complete record of sediment inflow will not answer the 

question: where has the sediment been accumulating in the past 

nine years, and w.here is it likely to -o in the futur? . 

similar question, concerning Lake Mead n the Colorado River 

in southwestern USA, led to a comprehensive survey 14 years 

after the reservoir began filling. 'he survey included 

echu-souudiing techniques, with some transducers that obtained 

reflections from thetop of the reservoir sediment and some that 

penetrated the thin muds and obtained reflections from more
 

solid stuff below. The total accumulation, about 2 thousand
 

million tons, checked closely the aggregate quantity of
 

suspended sediment passing the Grand Canyon gaging station
 

upstream from the reservoir. The sediment formed a delta in
 

the artificial lake, with bottomset beds of silt and clay
 

extending along the lowest part of the reservoir to the dam,
 

where the clay was more than 30 meters (100 feet) thick;
 

foreset beds of sand that were formidby the river as it
 

entered the lake; and horizontal topset beds that ccvered the
 

....
/5.
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at highest sttge*.
foresets when the lake was 


survey of Volta Lake might be rendered
 A similpr sonar 


where trees might give
 
areas of submerged forest,
difficult in 


%:odern technology
 
false, conflicting, or ccnfusing 

reflctions. 


a better way of surveying man-made 
lakes by special
 

may develop 


that scientists of
There is now hope
sensors in satellites. 


may be able to cooperate in developing 
means of
 

USSR and US; 

surveytfng various earth resources 
from satellites, which
 

hopefully would be beneficial to many nations.
 

was made ir.1949, and I am hazy 
'The survey of Lake Mead 

of the details in this paragrsph. 7h: 
about some 


be checked when I get
survey will
publications of the 


back home.
 

1.3 	Seismic Effects 

of Ghana is stable seismically,History indicates that most 


from the Togo quartzite
 
but the triangle extending southeastward 

- is 
- or roughly from a line joining the cities of 

Accra and Ho 

Disatrous earthqu.kes occurred in 
Accra in
 

earthquake country. 

severe
the 1906 shock was even more 
1862, 19C6, and 1939, and 


In the century before Akosombo Lam was built, minor 
at Ho. 


1918, 1923, 1925, 1930,
 
tremors occurred in 1883, 1907, 1911, 


1933, 1935, and 1942.
 

the Mlodified Mercalli
 
Three earthquakes of intensity 5 on 


fillirg of thp Volta
 
scale are reportea (Kumi, 1973) diacc 


The first occurred in November 1964
 
Lake began in May 1964. 


3 eleven countries
of water had been impounded:
when 28 km


recorded the tremor and placed its epicenter 
near Koforidua,
 

Another earthquake

about 40 km south of the reservoir. 


3 ,
 

occurred in December 1966 when the reservoir 
contained 102 km


3 ,

162 km


and a third occurred in February 1969 with storage 
at 


but the epicenters for these shocks were offshore from Accra
 

and more remote from the reservoir. Unfortunately there has h
 

indicate the stress of this
 been no instrumentation that might 


..... /6.
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or the earth's
increasing load upon the earth's surfnce, 


reaction to the stress. The Geologic3l Survey repartment
 

proposes (Barning and n-anson, 1 69, p."- to r-cori micro

>-ke iy rtrtcle -.earthquake activity around Vcl2t 

seisimometers of high sensitivity, and hopes that micro

earthquake research eventually may be helpful in predicting 

the occurrence of larger events.
 

The earthquak-tri'gerlng effocts of cl.nges 
in pressure,
 

changes in weight, vibrations, etc. -are of great interest to
 

people in all -earthquake-prone parts of the earth. 

Instrumentation to measure th-- eff':ct of 7olta Lake upon 

seisimic activity might ther!fore .IesErve a.d receive support 

from international orzanisations such -s UNESC ni from 

scientific academies in many nat-ins. Aso, har.an might wcll 

obtain cosponsorship of such a scientific projtct fr m
 

in the Volta river
neighbors along th-e Atlantic Coast and 


Basin.
 

2. TI FY:RCLOGIC E0I-OUMNT CF VLTA 

This chapter is intended to emphasize ground water as it 

might affect Volta Lake or be aff.octd by it. =ut I have been 

unable to find any !ata concerning the -round water beneath
 

the lake; nor have I found any syntheses or analyses that might
 

relate the lake to the occurrence or movement or quality of
 

ground water. From the history of water resources development
 

in Ghana (Lartey and Smith, 196E,, it is tvident that meager
 

data are chronic ccmplaints in
data, unreliable data, or no 


all fields of water development, including water supply,
 

waterirrigation and drainage, water rov-r, flood control, 

transportation. And of course, ground water. This chapter 

is therefore organised to surnmarise several phases of the h 

are modified byhydrologic cycle as they affect Volta Lake or 


it; followed by a discussion of ground water as a separate 

an unfavoured
resource which is commonly treated likr 


stepchild.
 

.7.?
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2.1. 	 Precipitation Inflow vs. Evaroration Cutflow
 

all in localities where
Six stations near Volta Lake, 


average annual rainfall is 1400 to 1,5C0 millimeters
 

(55 to 60 inches), provide records of pan evaporation ranging
 

from 1,450 to 1,70C .m. annually (57 to 70 inches). The
 

evaporation rate from pans is characteristically greater than 

that from large reservoirs, and a correction factor is 

For Volta Lake only a small correction
commonly applied. 

would make the inflow from rainfall equal to the outflow by 

at Earner and Lake Mead in U.S.,.evaporation. Researches Lake 

Pnergy h-ilnxnce to:chniquus forhave developed heat bilance and 

from lirpe 

can refine this discussion by reference to 

more accurate determinatior. of evaporation 


reservoirs, and I th. 

the publications. The data Rvailable in Ghana indicate that 

loss by evaroration ffrom the 	 lakl. surface) is nearly 

balanced 7ygain due to r-.inffll upon that surface. 

2.2. Possib]'e Climate Change Caured by Volta Lake 

To check on the possible eff' ct of the lake upon rainfall,
 

four
Aaissah (1969) made statistical analysis of data from 


rainfall stations - Accra, Akuse, Kete Krachi, and Tamale 

and could find no conclusive evidence that mocnthly rainfall
 

at thos stations has changes since thE creation of the like.
 

before andHowever, csmporis',n 7f -"ihl~y 	 runoff of 'Volta River 

created (Ku=i, 1973) indicites 	some change
after the lake was 


in runoff pattern, wicrh a grt-ater pru: orti;." c L. in 

August and September and less 	in ctober. However, since
 

1964 the monthly runoff has been calculated from the monthly 

outflow from the dam, plus or minus any changes in storage in
 

Vnlta Lake, and its reliability thus depends upon the accuracy
 

of the gage-height - storage-capacity curve. Ztorage changes
 

coaprised a large part of the 	 calculated river flow in years 

prior to 1968, while the lake was filling. As Amissah
 

years of data will need be studied
suggests, several more 


before definite statemcnts can be made as to climatic
 

. .
changes caused by the lake. 
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2.3. Surface Inflow to ind ^utflow fron tho L-ke 

A summary of the water resources of Gh-na (rizhnamurty, 

1964) proviees tabulations of avr2;: annu-.l runoff of the 

Volta 2iveir and its major tribt.taries a}!of cth~ras as 

riiers irnGiana. I have zsen only on tabul-t:.or. of zonthly 

and annual runoff, and this shows that the Volta RivPr at 

Senchi (before Akosombo Dam was aonstructel) ranged from 

7 7 
13 km3 runoff in 195? to 91 km' in 1963; also that the runoff
 

in 1963 w i greater than thE total runoff in the three years
 

1958 to 196C. in 2F y.ars the recorded runoff was sithin 10 

percent of the mean in only 3 years, but it was -,or- than 25 

percent below the mean in 3 years and 25 per:ent Rbove the 

mean in 3 other yfars. It is important to know about the 

deviations from the mean, because they cause problems and 

even crises in water management.
 

In practically every aspect of water-resource development, 

the government and its consultants have long been handicapped 

by lack of streamflow dat-. inte.rest in the Volta Basin 

development led to a decision in 1954 to tart hydrologic 

observations on a continuing basis, but this decision was
 

not implemented until 1959. Streinmflow records were published
 

in water year books for the years 1961 to 1967 by Hydrologic 

Services (Ghana Public ':orks Department) but these vere limited
 

to gage heights and instantaneous discharge measurements. Data 

have now accumulated for another five y:ars. 
ana plans are to
 

use rating curves to calculate average daily discharge, and to 

publish monthly and annual runoff totals also. To learn more
 

of Hydrologic Services' future plans for streamficw Jata, it
 

may be necessary to track Mr. S.A. Acheampong, Senior
 

Hydrologist, to Stanford University where he is now engaged
 

in advanced studies. Since this is close to my house, I plan
 

to do just that.
 

After tho urgency of data for operations and management 

has passed, the daily detiils of streanmflow have no more
 

interest than old daily newspapers. For historical studies,
 

..... /9.
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runoff records are most convenient if compiled and tabulated
 

by months and years, and several countries are now publishing
 

tabulations of streanflow data that =ay cover 25 to '. yc.ars
 

of record on a single paga. An experienced hydrog.'aher, 

with collaboratior. and essistance of Ghnnai-n stre-m g-ging 

staff, could doubtless derive the desired runoff totals from
 

existing data in Ghana, perhaps by computer programming.
 

International support may be available durin this lzst year
 

of the International Hydrologic Y cde, particularly if the
 

project becones regional in scope, by including all the Volta 

Pver basin an. other international streacs - and particularly 

if Ghana rroposes that the publication be in international urit 

units (metric system) rather thai. in csecs and acre-feet. 

2.1. Subsurface Inflow to and Cutfiow from the Lake 

People ar- likely to expect too much of me as a ground

water expert un'!ss i start out by Admitting that 1 hnve no 

supernatural powers, and cunnot see underground any better 

than they can. I have been underground in cives and tunnels 

and mines, but as to groundwater I have to depend on wells or 

boreholes, which thus become the periscores through which I 

see the rocks and the water, tl:erecharge and discharge, the 

statics and dynamics, end quality and chemical r'actions. 

Unfortunately, I am told ther- are no observation wells in 

Ghana - no records of water-level fluctu-tions, or of the 

effects of pumping in th, pumped e!ll o, in adjaclrnt wells, or 

of progressive lowering of water table by pumping, or of wells 

whose yield is sustained year after year by rechargr. Thus in 

ground water we are flying blind, in our ye'low sub-marines, 

without a periscope. Specifically, in the Voltaian sedimentary 

basin during the filling of Volta Lake there are no records of 

water levels in wells near the lake, to show whether those
 

levels were affected by the progressively increasi. volume of
 

water in the lake. Of course, the areas that are inundated
 

by the lake during high stages ind then rp-prZe as the lake
 

level recedes have been subjected to Lnfiltration and
 

ntcru c...... /10.f h , 
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percolation of the water into soil, subsoil, and underlying rock 

material wherever pore space is available. This subsurfnce water 

becomes of critical value to drawdown agriculture when.ver the 

roots of cultivated crops can reach it and sustain -he plants.
 

But no one knows the extent of the lake'n influence upon ground
 

water.
 

Each new dam and new reservoir presents an orzcrtunity to 

measure the effect of surface impoundcent upon ground '.t'. 

As an exasple, a dam is planned at '.eija on the Densu Fiver, 

to provide water for aunicipal and soze irrigation in western
 

suburbs of Acori. Th- :ensu Basin is tbing instrumented for
 

water balance studies (,at-r Resources 7esearch Jnit. 1971).
 

Periodic neasurrmnntZ of water level in any wells in the 

vicinity of the prupvsed r~servcir would provide data as to
 

natural conditions. Drilling of additional borholes at suitable
 

locations would provide data on iround water during the period
 

the surface reservoir is filling. These wells could also be 

pumped to provide W.Ler supply to coa unitics that will 

ulteriately deptnd upon the lake, until the lake and
 

distribution system are ready to serve thm.
 

- - i C2.3 The CrounJ-';atr Pesource 


Metamcrphic rocks, granites, shales, and mudstones are 

among the most imptreable rocks on earth. -hey are also the
 

rocks underlyirg most of Ghana, and it is fortunate that they 

ar- o ci-, 'r'ie thpes hRs h.en n lonr time for jointing, 

fracturing, and deep weathering of these rocks, which thus gain
 

a variable but low secondary permeability. "lhter that saturates
 

these pores becomes ground water, which is encountered in
 

boreholes and may be withdrawn for use.
 

As summarized by the Nathan Consortium (1970) after testing
 

the yields of about 1200 boreholes; The crystalline rocks
 

decompose to sand and clay with low permeability down to a depth
 

of nearly 25 meters (75 feet). Boreholis should penetrate 10 to
 

15 meters into the weathered rock beineath this sand and clay,
 

and thus to a total depth averaging 35 meters (110 feet). 
..../11.
 



the wells thus constructid will 
provide


Ninety percent of 

penetratQ n1l
for a hand pump. It 	 the wells

enough water 

the weatherod tons, to a probable depth 
of 60 meters
 

(200 feet) or more, fifty percent will hava 
yields nufficient
 

to 
for a motor pump, and the probability could be incre sed 

75%by geological and geophysical 
explorstion. The 

pletely decomposed to 	depths
sedimentary rock! are co 

in the sedimentary10 meters; boreholeaaveragiz; about 

lower yields and higher failures, but 
rocks have generally 

geological and geophysical exploration can impro"e to 60% 

of a yield sufficient for a motor pump.
probability 

2.6 Ground-vater Development 

In 	 their analysis of water-resource dovelopSent and 

and Smith (1968) consider pound .ate. 
planning in Ghana, Lartey 


of rural water supply, where it has
 
wato.r only as a source 

In 1960 there was 37 	Urban Communities
 a very essential role. 


(population I0,CCO or more) with aggregate 
population of
 

or 83%rest of the population - 5,582,000i,145,OCO. The 


30,000 rural commnities.

of the total - lived 	in about 

total population) lived
 About 5 million people (75% of the 


in 1800 localitiis with population between 100 and '0999.
 

are too reaote from potable

Many of theme coamunties 


or too sall to justify pipiM a supply to
 
surface wato.r, 

the communities where a ground-water supply
them. These sre 


would be a blessint.
 

The present policy of the Ghana later and Bewerage
 

that rural commnities1972a) isCorporation (Bannerman, 

more would have pipe-borne
with population of 2,000 or 

from deep wells with motor 
drinking water aupplies, whether 


of packaged

pumps or from surface-water sources y means 

Units." For villages of 500 to 2,000, the corporation"P.C.I. 

These have
 
provides a village well equipped with hand pvnp. 

a misnomer,
generally been called 	"shallow" wells, which 

is 

.. . . / 2. 
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unfortunate if it results in abandonment of a hole after 

drilling only 30 or 35 meters (1CO to 120 feet), because 

greater depth may yield enough to meet dcmand. Some
 

boreholes must go as much as 300 meters to obtaifn sufficient
 

bupply even for a small village.
 

About 1,200 boreholes had been tested for yield by 

1969, and the Nathan Consortium (1970) serving as a sort of 

Certified Public Accountant for the ground-water development 

program, has provided the statistics pr.esented in table 1. 

...... 413. 
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BORMf0LE TEST DATE
 

GEOLOGIC UNIT BORkOLLS 

Area of kverte 
Name of Ghana Nuber Depth, 
For ation percent Feet 

Greni e 
 20 414 160 

Togo 1 80 240 
Quartzite, sandstone 

Tarkwaian Fonmation 2 32 230 

Quartzite, phyllite 

Formation
 
LMetamosphic 27 
 259 200
D'ah ome-an Formation 

Queiss 	and schis 
 4 20 1"0 

CRY3ALLIE ROCKS 54 805 200 


Eoeene 	- Cretaceous 1 103 350 

(Sandstone in
 
Western Region) - (26) (240) 

(Limestone in Volta 
Region) - (77) (471) 

Vltaian Formation 
Sandstone, shale 42 203 290 


(Volta Region) 	 (26) (21 6) 


(Brong/Ahaf o 
Region) 	 (35) (326) 


(Upper 	Region) (3) (157) 

(Estern Region) (58) (2'96) 
(A3hanti. egion) (26) (413) 

(Northern Re;-.,1r) 	 (55) (305) 

Bem Formation 
ale, Volcaics 3 94 220 

SEDnoI 	 wRoYCKS 46 400 290 

ALL GHAA 	 1205100 230 


Prnm: 	 Nathan Coneortium, Ghana Sector 
Studies, 1970 Interim Report B, 
Occurrance. of ground Water, 
Page 7 Table 2.
 

20 

31 

9 

10 


80 

19 


22 


(15) 


(25) 


28 


(7) 


(23) 


(33) 

(33) 
(38) 


(31) 


12 

23 


20-


(244
wells) 


17211 OF ORBHOLZ FI5C .7 

Failures toud- L otor 
pump 
wells 
500-2000 

gph 

1u .1p 
;ells 
2C00 
tzih 

4.2 17 

30 9
 

50 22 

38 45 

5 0 

38 26
 

15 52
 

(31) (50) 

(9) (53)
 

34 22
 

(30) (56)
 

(40) (31) 

(33) (33) 

(32) (23) 

(47) (12) 

(29) ( 4) 

42 39 

31 34 

5b 30 
(434 (257

wells) wells) 

(also 170 wells yielding 
60-500 gm to bo used in
 
di e need)
 

....614. 
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These statistics shcw that about 30 percent of the boreholes 

throughout Ghana have yields 3ufficient to justify a motor pump 

2,000 imperial gallons per hour, or 40 U.3. gilcns rdr minute. 

Even this "most successful" group have small yicelds for 

municipal supply, and hopel,sly inadequate for irrigation, in 

most other parts of the world. Some geologic formations do 

better than average: the younger rocks alcng the southeast and 

southwest coast, in very small areas; th, 3irriz:ian metamorphic 

rocks that underlie the sou'.hwest areas of qr-attst r:infall and 

extend northward along the west margin and include all the Upper 

Region. But the Voltaian Zedimentary basin is poirer than average, 

especially in the Ashanti and Northern Regions; the Dahomeyan 

(beneath the Accra Plains) is worst of all - and it is 

fortunate those plains are in in area that can be irrigated by
 

water from Volta Lake, although irrigation is likely to create
 

problems, too, in such impermeable country.
 

In the U.S.A. similar crystalline rocks. deeply weathered,
 

are found in the Piedmont of the Appalachian ountains, and
 

North Carolina is the place to go to see ground-water
 

development for municipal and modest industrial use. The
 

only other "developed country" with a similar ground-vater 

province is South Africa. Robt. Bannerman, hydrogeologist 

of GWSC in Kumas , has visited North Carolin- for ground

water studies under Ralph Heath, and hc appears to be well 

qualified ior the task of borehole dtevelopment, and training
 

of hydrogeologic assistants, in Ghana (Bannerman, Atobrah, 

and Nerquaye-Ttteh, 1972). I suapect he now has gr,.ater 

expertise for Ghana's specific environment than any expert 

who could be imported from Europe or North America. 

One brand of expertise that may be of great value in 

selecting sites for productive boreholes has not yet been 

developed or importcd into Ghana. rhctogeologists can do 

an amazing job at identifying and interpreting geologic 

formations and structure on aerial photographs of country 

they have never seen. In Ghana the occurrence of ground water 

... /15.
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such features as joints, fractures, folds, and
 
is related to 


shear zones, linear features that may be idintifiable 
in aeril
 

Thus, before importing any hjdrot.Oli.Sts initc Ghana,

photos. 


make sure of their qualifications in photogeology. 
!-'vantime,
 

aerial photos available (in Akosombo) couli be inrortant
 

qnd Messrs.
 

the 


tools in the 	grouni-water development progr-irmfe, 


Bannerman and Hefodadonna should get togfether and see what 

they can work cut.
 

Ground- ater 	Management2.7 


In the broadest sense, water mnnagement includes all 

aspects of planning, exploitation, developannt, utilization, 

allocation, 	regulntion, ccnservntion, -.nd protection of the 

water resources, presumably in the public interest and benefit. 

Ground-water 	management is an integral part of water
 

management, 	 just as th6 ground-water resource is an integral 

totnl wnter resource. In comparison with thepart of the 


large rivers 	and abundant rainfall, and the huge rFservoir
 

formed by Akosombo Dam, the ground-water resource of Ghana is
 

practically 	microscopic rnd likely to be .eglmcted in most 

water planning and management, even though it is vital to 

many people 	 in extensive areas Rs the only potable and 

unpolluted water supply.
 

In the restricted sense of a single well, Development is
 

like the Droduction of a new automobile or airplane which
 

should be functioning properly in all respects when it is
 

delivered tr 	the user. 
 For a borehole, Development includes
 

and sflection of site, drilling into water-bearingexploration 

and gravel pack
 

and removing clay and silt particles, and installing a
 

suitable pump and motor.
 

rocks, improving the yield by using screens 


Thereafter comes the problem of "upkeep", and this
 

includes careful operation, and also proper maintenonce of
 

the pump and motor - and of the well - to insure that water
 

can be produced as needed, without breakdowns or stoppages
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that can cause 
crises when water supplies fail. Efficient
 

operation requires adequate insp.ction and monitorig of all
 

the elements that contribute to the w'ttr crduction. 
'e1ls
 

are 
designed and constructed to produce witer nt 
spocific
 

rates and 
at optimum efficiency, but yields may decrease and
 

drawdowns increase in time, because of reduced effiziency of
 

an 
aging pump or mctor, or becaus,. -: corrosion or 
incrustation of well casing and screen, or bi:cause of gradual 

accumulation of clay 
or silt, or slime produced by iron
 

bacteria.
 

However, dticlining yield may not be the fault of the
 

well or its construction or equipment, but may instead
 

result from inadequate rech3-ge 
to the zone from which the
 

well has been drawing water. -n mosz places 
 mrehci.ssust
 

go through 10 tc 15 meters (30 
 to 50 feet) cf decomposed
 

soil to reach weathered 
 rock that is water-boaring. This
 

decomposed soil is so impermeable as to prevent 
 infiltration, 

and practically all the rain upon the land necessarily runs
 

off. Thus, even though the average yield of a well in Ghana
 
is quite 
 low, it may be gr-iter than the ofrate replenishment, 

and the well therefore, in pumping water that has accumulated
 

very slowly, depletes the storage progresively.
 

Ghana has so far neglected to monitor 
the effects upon
 

the ground-w,.ter resource; of pumpiug fr7.a 
toreholes. 
 I have
 

heard that in some wells where pumps have beon orer ting
 
for several years, the water level is 
ncw perhaps 5 or 6
 

meters (16 to 20 feet) 
lower than when pumping was started:
 

But no measurement, no record, not even 
identification of a
 
specific well or 
specific locality. Th,: absence of basic
 

data and the need for observing fluctuations in wells and
 

monitoring the effects of pumping as 
well !s of rainfall,
 

flood runoff and drought, have been pointed out (Bannerman, 

1972a). Especially where a rather large community obtains
 

its water from several boreholes, an observation well
 

suitably located could provide data as to whether the
 ..... /17.
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the forewarning may leadgroundwater is being depleted - and 

timely planning for additional or sup-iemental orto 

in addition, -.. ter lev'lz should be
alternative supplies. 


measured, perhaps 	monthly, in observation wells in a network
 

planned to include varicus geologic fzrnations and rates of 

rivers and !-eks. .orepholcsrainfall and distances from 

lrilled for :he srec-al sci,-ntific purpose, and
would need be 

some might be wells hbendoned for -ne rpison or qnother. 

hen I say Ghana should find out what is happening in 

to :,lay the part ofground-water reservoirs, I 1c not ne-a 

Jeremiah, warning 	 of impending ico - bt-cause i doubt that 

any doom is impending. 	Particularly in -re- -f ntundant 

rainfall there is c.-rtainly sufficient w'4ter available for 

the small rate of pumping from eachrecharge; and considering 

o' rock arour.I it, i vculd expectborehole and the vast volure 

the ground-water resource in mostarens to hold up very well,
 

not only under existing 	development but also with greatly 

always assuming that hydrologic talent
increased development 

wells. But if
will be available 	 for locnting and spacing the 


also is nice tc know, -nd such reassurance
all is well, that 

can come only with basic data on the groundwater and its
 

hydrology.
 

2.8. 	 Grcund- ater es;arch 

vet have a nationwide programAlthough Ghann does not 


network of observationof ground-water studies 	(involving a 

wells, records of 	water-level fluctuation, and various pump
 

tests and aquifer 	tests) some research is in progress in
 

1971).ground-water hydrology (Wat.ir Resources PRsontach Unit, 

This research, still in a pilot-project stage, is chiefly in 

the Accra Plains underlain by the Lahomeyin Formation,
 

as one of the least permeablewhich is generally recognized 

in the country. On these plains, wells of small yield would
 

or other stock, or srall gardens.
be sufficient for 	cattle 


Natural vegetation patterns have been helpful in suggesting
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ground-water zones, although s i mic and resistirity 

instruments are ilso importint in site celecticn. flailing
 

tests are a very inexpensive method of ditrm'ning the 

potential yield of the borehole. In the solid rocks the holes
 

are well preserved without casing. also riducing the cost of
 

producing water. So far eight boreholes huve bI.n completrd,
 

with yields in the 6CC to 1,5CO gph rrgogd fsr the 

Bahomeyan and perhaps enough for - tmato-,gg - and ccw farm.
 

The measuremE;nts of wter-levls ir, thy -ells iill prirmit 

study of the form of the wa-ter table, and f th. fluctuations
 

during the rainy season.
 

This research, and other geohydrologic studi,s and
 

activities, are deserving of increased support and 

coordination, if the full potential of ground water is to be 

realized.
 

3. APPRECIATION AND ACKNULZDG-MENTZ 

This paper was written during a mere twc weeks in Ghana, 

during which my principal role was as a recording secretary,
 

digesting available published data and some unpublished records,
 

hearing of the experiences, the woes and hopes of my new-found
 

Ghanaian friends and :olleagues - ind orgnizinr the minutes 

of all these meetings and documents under two principal topic 

headings. In this job I realize I have not hid prior knowledge 

or opinion, and thus hcpe to qualify as -1 unbiased observer. 

But ny report is necessarily coloured somewhat by my
 

experiences in other lands.
 

Mr. Nyame-Kumi desires that this report be stencilled so
 

that it can be made available to all participants in our
 

meetings and to others interested. I appreciate: this, and
 

believe it is the closest we can come at this time to the
 

Smithsonian Institution's hope for workshops - in Accra or
 

Washington or both - to discuss the findings of the
 

individual scientists involved in the Environnental Case Study
 

of Volta Lake.
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